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Where we have been spending our time

- Onboarding
  - BRSKI
  - DPP
  - FDO
  - Constrained Vouchers
  - MUD
  - SIM/e-SIM provisioning

- Credential renewal
  - TEAP
  - EST
  - EST/CoAP

- Transfer
  - FDO?
  - New SIM card/e-SIM

- Decommissioning
  - e-Waste management
Types of devices

Those you know are smart
And those you don’t
Where’s the reset button?
It also depends on the manner of one’s parting…

The 1618 Defenestration of Prague, Matthäus Merian
Got the manual?
The problem space...

- Discovering the devices
- Doing something with them.
Discuss